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Secret Valor Addenda Section, pages 102 (a1) & (a) - (w) 

These 23 pages were added to the book for its fourth reprinting in January 2005. The section is dedicated 
to virtually forgotten MIS'ers who were deployed into Army service as Japanese Language linguists mostly dur
ing the final year of the Pacific VI/W II, up to Japan's surrender and after. They happen to be, almost without 
exception, Nisei from Hawaii. They may be referred to as "Non-MISLS," as they did not attend the Army's Mili
tary Intelligence !:anguage .§chool at Camp Savage or Fort Snelling in Minnesota, for one or another reason. 
Some did not attend those schools because of their advanced language proficiency and/or the urgent need for 
their services. In the case of some 200 or more Hawaii draftees who were drafted during the one year period of 
July 1944 to June 1945, the Navy commandeered them from Hawaii's 13th Replacement Depot of Schofield 
Barracks and later Halemano Training Center, also Schofield, ran them through a crash course in Japanese 
military terms (Heigo) and assigned them to mostly Marine and some Navy units. The school was called Allied 
Military Government Language School (AMGLS). The Navy ran the school with its Caucasian graduates (mostly 
lieutenants) of the Navy's Japanese language school at the University of Colorado at Boulder, Colorado. 

Some of these draftees were rushed to Pacific assignments even without benefit of that crash course. They 
were parceled out to Guadalcanal, Bougainville, Saipan, Tinian and lwo Jima. The bulk of that 200+ Nisei 
served in the bloody Okinawa Campaign, the earlier half went at the start of the invasion with the 1st, 2nd and 
3rd Marines; the latter half mopped up, flushed caves and served as Military Government personnel in Okina
wa's reconstruction. Late draftees of July 1945 and after were shipped to the Philippines or other theaters to 
serve as linguists to process POWs and civilian repatriates, serve in various aspects of Military Government or 
mopping up at small islands. Still others were assigned to the Occupation Forces in Japan. 

The stories of these MIS'ers who did not have benefit of the formal language school training in the Army's 
language school in Minnesota are told in these pages. They have long been unknown or forgotten until only 
recently in 1999 when Mike Teiki Miyashiro of the 6205th Unit began a tedious archival search with the help of 
Senator Daniel K. Akaka's auspice and the senator's aide, Mike Kitamura. Together they found records of the 
men of the two linguist groups, the CINCPAC (Commander in Chief Pacific Area Command) First Provisional 
Military Government Interpreter Detachment, Hawaii and the 6205th Interpreters Special Detachment, Navy 
3256. A list is printed of 171 men of those two units. They were all Hawaii's draftees of the period between 
August 1944 and July 1945, and selected as linguists during or after their basic training at Schofield, Hawaii. 

Stories of other individuals are included in the addenda. They are Thomas Shoshin "Taro" Higa and George 
Kiyoshi (Yamashiro) Sankey. The stories of those two men are legendary. Other M.I.S.'ers· vignettes will be 
added. Forerunner M.I.S.'ers like Gero lwai, Douglas T. Wada, Arthur S. Komori and Richard M. Sakakida are 
already articled in the beginning of this book. 

Educator Dr. Yoshinobu Oshiro, 6205th's Kenichi Nakagawa and Herbert Y. Matsumoto, James T. Tanabe 
and archivist-historian Seiki Oshiro, all MIS'ers, researched, interviewed and wrote the following documents to 
bring to light these previously unknown, forgotten orphans of the MIS and their timely and valuable contribution 
to the legacy of the Nisei MIS of the Pacific War and post-war Military Government reconstruction. . . . Editors 

CINCPAC 1st Provisional Interpreter Susumu "Chick" 
Sarae getting clipped by a Marine on ship heading 
for Guadalcanal and Okinawa. 
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Marines and 1st Provisional Interpreters on Okinawa with civilian 
survivors in the background. "Me" is Sus Sarae, further to the right 
crouching are Theodore Mitsumori and Shizuo Murayama, then 
Stanley Nagao and Sam "Hapa Boy" Oppenheimer. 


















































